Yes we do. This paper shows that any firm's credit risk is, to a very large extent, driven by common risk factors affecting all firms. Using a reduced form model and sequential Kalman filtering estimation we decompose the credit risk of a sample of corporate bonds (14 US firms, 2001-2003) into different unobservable risk factors. A single common factor accounts for more than 50% of all (but two) of the firms' credit risk levels, with an average of 68% across firms. This factor represents the credit risk levels underlying the US economy and is strongly correlated with main US stock indexes.
Introduction
Credit risk plays a central role in credit derivatives pricing, portfolio management, and bank capital regulation. As a consequence, and due to parallel efforts of academic researchers, practitioners and regulators, our understanding about credit risk has experienced a big step forward in recent years. New modelling techniques and empirical research have been produced at a rapid pace. However, as we move forward in the modelling and measurement of credit risk new issues arise. Without doubt, the most important one has to do with credit risk correlations.
How is the credit risk of different firms related? The answer to this simple question has substantial consequences for the pricing of multiname credit derivatives, the management of portfolios of defaultable instruments and credit risk regulatory capital charges. Still, I would claim that we don't even grasp the magnitude of the correlation problem: How important are credit risk correlations? Important enough to worry about them? What is the principal force driving them?
This paper presents an empirical exercise which helps to discern how much of the credit risk can be explained by common factors. Using bond prices for a sample of 14 US firms during 2001-2003, we apply a reduced form model and an estimation procedure based on Kalman filtering in order to extract the realization of unobservable common, sector and idiosyncratic risk factors affecting the firms' credit risk. We find that credit risk correlations, measured by the impact of a few common factors on the firms' credit risk, explain a large part of such risk. In particular, a single common factor affecting the credit risk of all firms is found to explain between 15 and 91% of the firms' credit risk, with an average of 68% across firms.
Such a single common factor driving credit risk correlations is strongly and negatively correlated with US stock indexes (Dow Jones and S&P 500). Furthermore, it can be shown to resemble the evolution of different variables capturing the underlying credit risk levels in the US economy.
Two main types of models have been used in the credit risk literature: structural and reduced (or intensity) form models. Structural models derive default probabilities and credit risk dependencies between firms from the evolution of structural variables representing their assets and liabilities structure (see Elizalde 2005b for a survey.)
In contrast, reduced form models rely on the market prices of the firms' defaultable securities to capture the evolution of the firms' credit risk. In particular, the firms' instantaneous default probability is modelled as the hazard rate or intensity of arrival of a Poisson process, whose first jump represents the time of default.
From the different approaches the literature has proposed to model and estimate credit risk correlations in reduced form models, conditionally independent defaults (CID) models represent, in our view, the most flexible and reliable approach (see Elizalde 2005a for a survey). CID models introduce correlation in the firms' credit risk making their default intensities dependent on a set of common and firm specific factors; conditioned on the realization of the common factors, the firms' default intensities are independent.
Using a reduced form model, we identify as credit risk the product of the intensity of default and the loss given default: probability times severity of default. We use interchangeably credit risk and credit spreads to refer to this product. The credit risk of each firm is decomposed into different credit risk sources, some common to all firms and others idiosyncratic to each one. Each credit risk source is represented by an unobservable Gaussian risk factor whose realization is estimated through a filtering mechanism from the market prices of the firms' bonds. Simultaneously, the impact of the factors on each firm's credit risk is obtained, completing the credit risk correlation structure across firms. Our estimation procedure allows us to have a clear economic interpretation of each of the risk factors.
Among the common credit risk factors, we consider two factors extracted from the evolution of the term structure of interest rates, which are found to represent its long-term rate and slope. Our results show that for a given long-term interest rate, a higher slope of the term structure of interest rates implies higher credit spreads for all firms; and that for a given slope, higher long-term rates imply lower credit spreads.
However, as we argue below, the importance of these two risk factors on the firms' credit risk is, for most firms, relatively small when compared with an alternative common risk factor.
Apart from the previous two common factors extracted from the term structure of interest rates, we also include another risk factor affecting the credit risk of all firms in the sample. These three-common-factors structure represents the first (of two) considered specifications to capture default correlations. The three common factors not only explain more than 96% of bond prices, they also account for most of the firms' credit risk (between 43 and 89% with an average of 72% across firms).
Additionally to the three common risk factors we include a risk factor affecting the firms' credit risk in the same sector of activity and a firm idiosyncratic risk factor independent across firms. Finally, we perform a regression analysis of the impact of several liquidity variables on our measure of the firms' credit risk, finding that bond liquidity measures have a positive, although weak, impact on the evolution of credit risk.
Even though the previous three-common-factors structure captures the impact of interest rates on credit risk, a more natural question to evaluate the importance of correlations might be: How much credit risk can we explain with the simplest possible correlation structure? For that purpose, we re-estimate the model considering just one common factor, without the two interest rates risk factors. We obtain that such a single common factor explains more than 95% of bond prices and between 15 and 91% of the firms' credit risk. Moreover, it is able to explain, except in two cases, more than 50% of the firms' credit risk. Its estimated realization resembles the evolution of several variables directly related with credit risk levels in the US economy (credit spreads over government bond yields, profit warnings, number of defaults, downgrade ratio, ...) and it is negatively correlated with major US stock indexes.
The previous results imply that credit risk correlations matter and should be accounted for in any credit risk model. The diversification of portfolios completely invested in US corporate debt is questionable, and credit risk correlation is key in pricing multiname credit derivatives whose underlying firms are all US corporates.
The period we analyze, from July 2001 to November 2003, is particularly interesting regarding the evolution of credit risk levels in the US economy because it includes a whole credit risk cycle with its peak around October/November 2002. This paper is closely related to other CID models such as Duffee (1999) and Driessen (2005) . Duffee (1999) estimates a CID model in which firms' default intensity rates only depend on a firm idiosyncratic factor and on two common risk factors extracted from the term structure of interest rates. As long as the firms' credit risk depend on common factors different from the interest rates factors, Duffee's specification is not able to capture all the correlation between firms' default probabilities. Regressing bond pricing errors on several macroeconomic variables, the authors find that returns on the S&P 500 stock index explain a significant part of their variation.
Therefore, Duffee's model leaves out some important aggregate factors that affect the credit risk of all firms. It seems reasonable to expand existing intensity models to include, as in our specification, economy wide common risk factors. Driessen (2005) proposes a model in which the firms' default intensity rate is a linear function of two common factors, two factors derived from the term structure of interest rates, a firm idiosyncratic factor and a liquidity factor. Driessen focuses on liquidity and tax effects on the firms' intensities, as well as on the estimation of default event risk premiums. While the author considers that all firms with the same rating are affected in the same way by common factors, we allow for the effect of each common factor to differ across firms, which increases the flexibility of the credit risk correlation structure.
Related CID papers include Bakshi, Madan and Zhang (2006), Janosi, Jarrow and Yildirim (2002) and Zhang (2003) . In contrast to the previous CID papers, which estimate default intensity rates using defaultable instruments market data, Chava and Jarrow (2004) estimate a CID model using data on US firms' bankruptcies from 1962 to 1999.
There exist a number of empirical papers using duration analysis on large databases of firms' rating histories providing evidence of the importance of common risk factors in firms' default probabilities. However, they do not successfully quantify The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The second section presents the characteristics of the model specification we use to introduce credit and interest rate dependencies in the determinants of the firms' bond prices. The third section describes the dataset and the estimation procedure. Finally, the fourth section presents the results and section five concludes.
Model
We denote the physical and risk neutral probability measures asP and P respectively, the default-free short-rate as r t , and assume an arbitrage free market. For our purposes we shall use the class of equivalent probability measures P where non-dividend paying asset processes discounted with the risk free interest rate r t are P-martingales.
Unless otherwise stated, all probabilities and expectations are taken under the risk neutral measure P.
Consider the case of a single firm first. Default will be modelled as the first arrival of a Poisson process with a given intensity rate λ t , which represents the instantaneous default probability of a firm which has not defaulted before t. If τ denotes the (future) default time:
h .
Reduced-form models rely on the dynamics of the intensity λ t to capture the evolution of the firms' default risk.
Consider a defaultable zero-coupon bond with maturity T and face value 1 which, in case of default at τ generates a recovery payment R τ , and whose price is free of any type of risk different from interest or credit risks (e.g. liquidity risk). Its price at time t ≤ T is given by
1 {·} represents the indicator function.
To model the recovery payment R τ , we use the so-called Recovery of Market
Value RMV specification. 1 RMV assumes a recovery payment equal to an exogenous fraction of the market value of the bond just before default. Duffie and Singleton (1999) show that using RMV a defaultable zero-coupon bond (1) can be priced as if it was default-free by replacing the usual short-rate r t with a default adjusted 1 Lando (2004, Chapter 5) presents a detailed analysis of existing recovery assumptions.
short-rate π t :
where π t = r t + λ t L t . L t is the expected loss rate in the market value if default occurs at t, conditional on the information available up to t.
2
We refer to credit risk as the product of default probability and expected loss, λ t L t , because it measures not only the probability of default but also its severity. We denote s t = λ t L t and we refer to it as credit spread. If s t = 0, (2) represents the price of a default-free zero-coupon bond.
Reduced form models are able to estimate the spread s t implied in bond prices, but not to differentiate the part coming from default risk λ t from the part coming from the loss given default L t . A common practice is to assume an exogenously given recovery rate based on historical data. The advantage of using a RMV assumption is that (although it does not solve the identification problem) it does not require an exogenous recovery rate. We shall estimate s t directly. The risk factors X 1,t , ..., X I,t follow independent Vasicek processes:
whereW 1,t , ...,W I,t are independentP-standard Brownian motions. θ i , κ i , and σ i are the mean reversion level, mean reversion rate and absolute instantaneous volatility 2 The recovery rate is just one minus the loss given default.
of X i,t respectively. The market price of risk for each factor X i,t is given by η i,t =
In our first three-common-factors specification, we express the interest rate r t and the different firms' credit spreads s 1,t , ..., s J,t as
for each firm j = 1, ..., J. X 1,t and X 2,t represent two unobservable factors affecting both the default-free interest rate and the credit spread s j,t of every firm and will be derived from the term structure of interest rates. X 3,t and X 4,t are unobservable factors which affect the credit spreads s j,t of all firms and all firms in the same sector (or industry) respectively. X 5,j,t is different for each firm j and represents an idiosyncratic or firm specific credit risk factor.
Appendix A derives closed form solutions for bond prices, both default-free and defaultable, as functions of the risk factors and the parameters of the model.
The firms' credit risk correlation structure is given by the dependence of their credit spreads s j,t on the common factors X 1,t , X 2,t , X 3,t and X 4,t . The coefficients a 1,j , a 2,j , a 3,j and a 4,j , constant across time and different for each firm j, capture the impact of the different risk factors on the firms' credit spreads.
The literature on credit risk correlation has criticized the CID approach arguing that it generates low levels of correlation when compared with empirical ones. However, Yu (2005) suggests that this apparent low correlation is not a problem of the approach itself but a problem of the choice of state or latent variables, owing to the inability of a limited set of state variables to fully capture the dynamics of changes in default intensities. The problem of low correlation in these models may arise because of the insufficient specification of the common factor structure, which may not capture all the sources of common variation in the model, leaving them to the idiosyncratic component, which in turn would not be independent across firms. As shown by Driessen (2005) , as one increases the number of common factors, the correlation among the firms' idiosyncratic factors goes to zero. Our specification of the firms' credit risk (4) tries to capture all credit risk correlation through the common risk factors, providing them with a clear economic interpretation.
Data and estimation procedure
The dataset consists of daily data covering the period from and bonds in our sample satisfy the requirements contained in Appendix B. All but two firms have an S&P rating of BBB at the end of the sample period; Owens is rated B and CSC is rated BB at the end of the period.
The estimation strategy is divided in two steps. First, and using only the data of the US default-free interest rates, we estimate the risk factors X 1,t and X 2,t . The second step uses the corporate bond dataset and the already estimated risk factors X 1,t and X 2,t to estimate the rest of the risk factors and model parameters. In the same way, the estimation of the common, sector and idiosyncratic factors from the corporate bonds dataset is subdivided in successive steps. 4 The estimation strategy shall guarantee that the interpretation of the different risk factors coincide with the one given in the previous section.
We assume that the credit spread s j,t is similar to all bonds of each firm j, which allows us to use several bonds of the same firm to estimate the model. The model implied pricing errors will be bond specific.
Interest rates risk factors
Since we have assumed the default-free short-rate r t to be the sum of two independent factors X 1,t and X 2,t , we can express the price of the default-free zero-coupon bond at time t, with maturity T and face value 1, as
for which we have a closed form solution. The zero-coupon rate from time t to time T is given by
The estimation strategy of the two risk factors extracted from the term structure of interest rates builds on Bobadilla (1999) and consists of a Maximum Likelihood estimation of X 1,t and X 2,t using a Kalman Filter (KF) procedure. 5 Zero-coupon rates y df (t, T ) depend linearly on the risk factors X 1,t and X 2,t , which allows for a direct application of the KF. The state space model for the KF estimation procedure as well as the discretization of a Vasicek process can be found in Appendices C and D.
In order for X 1,t and X 2,t to contain information about the whole term structure of interest rates, we use data of y df (t, T ) for six different maturities T to estimate them (3 months, 6 months, 1 year, 3 years, 5 years, and 20 years). The standard deviation of the pricing errors for the risk-free rates y df (t, T ), denoted by σ ε , is common for the different maturities T .
Credit risk factors
We use the estimated risk factors X 1,t and X 2,t as inputs in the estimation process to obtain the other risk factors. 6 Since, as shown in Appendix A, coupon bond prices do not depend linearly on the risk factors we use an extended KF (EKF) procedure to estimate each credit risk factor X 3,t , X 4,t and X 5,j,t . See Appendix E for details.
First, using the bonds of all firms we estimate the common factor X 3,t , as well as the parameters a 1,j , a 2,j and a 3,j for each firm j. That is, in this step of the estimation we consider that for each firm j
where the factors X 1,t and X 2,t are already known. We assume pricing errors implied by the previous specification of s j,t are independent across bonds (within and across firms) and normally distributed with zero mean and standard deviation σ ε,j (different for each firm j but common for all bonds of each firm). We keep this assumption for the estimation of the rest of the risk factors throughout the paper.
The transition equation of the state space model is a discretized version of the Vasicek process followed by the common factor X 3,t (see Appendix D). In this case, not all the parameters in the model are identified and, in order to identify the model, we normalize the value of the instantaneous volatility of the common risk factor σ 3 (see Appendix F). The identification problem is also present when estimating the sector risk factors X 4,t , for which we also normalize the value of σ 4 , but not in the estimation of the idiosyncratic risk factor X 5,j,t for each firm j.
Next, we estimate the realization of the sector risk factor X 4,t , the parameters governing its dynamics, and the parameter a 4,j for each firm j. In this estimation step, we consider that for each firm j the credit spread is given by
where the factors X 1,t , X 2,t and X 3,t , as well as the parameters a 1,j , a 2,j and a 3,j are taken as given from previous estimation steps. Firms within the same sector of activity will be affected by the same sector factor, but firms in different sectors of activity will be affected by different sector factors. Although each firm is only affected by (at most) one sector risk factor, we will be estimating several different sector risk factors.
The inclusion of a sector-specific credit risk factor is supported by previous em- In order for X 4,t to have the interpretation of a risk factor which only affects firms in the same sector, we estimate it using data for the firms in the same sector. 7 Finally, we estimate the realization of the idiosyncratic risk factor X 5,j,t , as well as the parameters governing its dynamics, for each firm j, using only bonds of firm j and taking as given all previously estimated risk factors and parameters.
Our step-by-step estimation method implies that in each stage, the parameters estimated in previous stages are taken as given, i.e. as if they were the true parameters of the model, which will (artificially) reduce the standard errors of the estimated parameters. 7 The fact that we estimate the common risk factor X 3,t assuming that pricing errors are independent across firms and then we introduce a sector risk factor X 4,t is, technically speaking, inconsistent. The reason is that the sector risk factors are introducing correlation in the pricing errors left from the estimation of the common risk factor X 3,t . Using as initial values the parameters estimated with the proposed sequential method for the two estimation stages for X 3,t and X 4,t , we proceeded to estimate the previous risk factors, the parameters governing their dynamics, as well as the parameters a 1,j , a 2,j , a 3,j and a 4,j in a single estimation step, assuming the pricing errors are independent across firms. The results, in terms of pricing accuracy, estimation of the realization of the risk factors X 3,t and X 4,t , and the parameters a 1,j , a 2,j , a 3,j and a 4,j , do not significantly vary with respect to the sequential estimation approach, which is significantly less time consuming. Table 1 shows the estimates and standard errors of the parameters of the two first risk factors X 1,t and X 2,t extracted from the term structure of interest rates. The first factor X 1,t is highly and positively correlated (0.97) with the long-term (20 years) zerocoupon interest rate, whereas the second factor X 2,t is negatively correlated (−0.57) with the slope of the term structure of interest rates (difference between 20 years and 3 months zero-coupon rates). This result is common in the literature, and indicates that we can decompose the whole information of the term structure of interest rates in two risk factors (see Duffee 1999 and literature therein, and Zhang 2003.) Table 2 contains the (in sample) mean and mean absolute pricing errors for the zero-coupon interest rates (6) for each of the six maturities considered using the realizations of X 1,t and X 2,t . Table 4 contains the values and standard deviations of the estimated parameters for a 1,j , a 2,j and a 3,j for each firm j.
Results
The common risk factor X 3,t affects the credit risk of all firms positively, although in different degrees. Table 5 presents, among other things, the average value of a 1,j X 1,t + a 2,j X 2,t for each firm during the whole sample period. The effect of the interest rate risk factors X 1,t and X 2,t on credit spreads s j,t is, on average and during the sample period analyzed, positive for high yield firms becoming negative as we increase the credit rating of the firm. This pattern is observed in all BBB rated firms except Ford and
Hertz.
The signs of the parameters a 1,j and a 2,j imply that for a given long-term interest rate, a higher slope, i.e. a lower short-term rate, implies higher levels of the spread s j,t ; and, for a given slope, higher long-term rates imply lower levels of s j,t . Empirical results about the impact of the term structure of interest rates on firms' credit spreads are mixed. In a comprehensive study using Standard and Poor's rating histories of For the estimation of the sector risk factor X 4,t one needs to group the firms in sectors of activity. The grouping serves to study the risk dependence structure between the firms included in the same sector. We divide the firms into three sectors: Railroad (Norfolk and Union Pacific), Cable TV (CSC and Comcast) and Film (Disney and Warner). For the rest of the firms we do not estimate any sector risk factor. Table 6 shows the estimates for the parameters of the three sector risk factors and Table 7 shows the estimated values of a 4,j . While both railroad firms are affected positively by the Railroad credit risk factor, the effect of the Cable TV and Film risk factors has a different sign for each firm within those sectors.
Finally, we estimate the idiosyncratic risk factor X 5,j,t for each firm j. Table 5 shows the average impact of each risk factor on the firms' credit spread, as well as the average estimated credit spread s j,t and the firms' credit rating at the end of the sample period. As expected, the average level of s j,t is higher for the two firms with lower ratings, Owens and CSC.
The average cross-firm correlation of the idiosyncratic factors is 0.13, which indicates that common factors are able to capture the credit risk dependence structure, and that the idiosyncratic factors can be considered independent across firms. Table 8 presents the model mean absolute pricing errors (expressed as percentage of bonds prices) in each estimation step. The three common risk factors X 1,t , X 2,t and X 3,t which affect all firms in the sample are enough to explain, on average, more than 96% of the firms' bond prices. 9 Including all risk factors, the model is able to explain more than 98% of the bond prices of all firms, which indicates that the contribution of the sector and idiosyncratic credit risk factors is limited (except for Union Pacific) compared with the contribution of the other three common risk factors in explaining bond prices. Table 9 presents, by firm, the average percentage of bond prices not explained by the default free term structure of interest rates which is explained when we include the different risk factors. 10 If liquidity and tax considerations were nonexistent, 11 the values in Table 9 could be interpreted as the percentage of credit risk explained by the model when we include different risk factors in the firms' credit spreads s j,t . The 9 The percentage of the firms' bond prices explained by the risk factors is computed as 100 minus the average mean absolute pricing error. 10 In order to compute the part of bond prices explained by the default free term structure of interest rates, we price the bonds assuming r t = X 1,t + X 2,t and s j,t = 0. This corresponds to the case in which bonds have been priced as if they were default-free bonds using the estimation results for the two-factor affine model for the risk free rate given in Table 1. 11 See Amato and Remolona (2003, 2005) and literature therein for an analysis of the importance of the different components of the credit spread. three common risk factors (X 1,t , X 2,t and X 3,t ) account for most of the firms' credit risk, between 43 and 89% with an average and standard deviation across firms of 72% and 14% respectively.
In our analysis so far, we have considered the joint impact of the three common risk factors X 1,t , X 2,t and X 3,t on the explanation of bonds' prices and firms' credit risk. The reason is that we have estimated their impact on the firms' bond prices in a single estimation step in which the realization of the common risk factor X 3,t is also derived. In order to discern the relative importance of X 3,t versus X 1,t and X 2,t we estimate the alternative specification in which, instead of three common factors as in (7), we consider a single common factor:
where Z t is a Vasicek unobservable risk factor. This alternative one-common-factor specification of the credit spread s j,t only incorporates one common credit risk factor and does not consider the impact on the firms' credit spreads of the two risk factors X 1,t and X 2,t extracted from the term structure of interest rates. A single common risk factor for credit spreads represents the simplest possible credit risk correlation structure. 12 Tables 12 and 13 present, respectively, the model mean absolute pricing errors and the percentage of bond prices not explained by the risk free interest rate which is explained when we consider (9) . These results can be compared to the ones in Tables 8 and 9 when s j,t is specified as in our benchmark case (7).
The percentage mean absolute pricing errors obtained with a single common factor (9) are of the same order of magnitude than the ones when s j,t includes three factors (7); higher for some firms and lower for others, but below 5% in all cases. In terms of the percentage of firms' credit risk explained, the results in both cases are close on average (72 vs. 68% respectively). However, there are significative differences for some firms. In particular, for Comcast, Marriott, Norfolk, TCI and Warner the percentage of the credit risk explained by (7) is significantly higher than the one explained by (9) , indicating the importance of the two factors X 1,t and X 2,t extracted from the term structure of interest rates. The reverse is true for Disney.
In any case, with the alternative specification (9) which considers just one common credit risk factor the model is able to explain between 15 and 91% of the firms' credit risk, with an average across firms of 68% and a standard deviation of 21%. A single credit risk factor is able to explain, except in two cases, more than 50% of the firms' credit risk. Figure 2: Estimated realization of the common risk factors X 3,t and Z t when the specification of the firms' credit spreads is s j,t = a 1,j X 1,t + a 2,j X 2,t + a 3,j X 3,t and s j,t = b j Z t respectively. The evolution of credit risk factor Z t (and hence the one of X 3,t ) also resembles that of several variables directly related with credit risk levels in the US economy (profit warnings, number of defaults, downgrades as a percentage of all rating actions, and KMV default probabilities for the US economy; see Figures 4 and 5. ) Therefore, the common risk factor explaining most of the credit risk of the firms in our sample seems to be common to all firms in the US economy, which suggests that the results in this paper can probably be extrapolated to other US corporates.
Pricing errors and liquidity analysis
Within the components s j,t might include, apart from credit risk, one can think of liquidity risk. Our dataset allows us using bid-ask spreads as a measure for the bonds liquidity to assess the impact of liquidity on both the spreads s j,t and pricing errors. For each firm, we construct daily liquidity spreads as the average ratio between its bonds' price bid-ask spreads and the bond mid price (Table 14) . Except for Hertz, higher liquidity spreads are found in low rated firms: Owens and CSC.
The analysis that follows is carried out for the three-common-factor specification of spreads (4) . Table 15 presents the results of two different specifications regressing, When we include all variables (column 2) we obtain an R 2 of 16%, that liquidity spreads positively affect credit spreads s j,t , and that, as expected, a higher rating implies a higher credit spread. The coefficients for the rest of the liquidity measures are not significant. If we take out the rating and leave just liquidity variables in the regression (column 4), the R 2 is reduced to 7%, indicating the low impact of liquidity measures on the credit spreads s j,t implied by the model. Therefore, although weak, we find a positive relationship between credit and liquidity spreads.
In order to analyze the model pricing errors we regress, by bond, absolute pricing errors (as a percentage of bond prices) on time to maturity, age, notional amount issued, rating, liquidity spread, credit spread s j,t , common risk factor X 3,t and idiosyncratic risk factor X 5,j,t . As before, see Table 16 , the R 2 of the regression is low, 11%, and we find that higher liquidity spreads and higher credit spreads s j,t imply higher pricing errors.
Conclusion
This paper studies the importance of credit risk correlations in bond market prices.
By decomposing the firms' credit spreads on different credit risk factors the model is able to compute the importance of each credit risk factor on the evolution of the firms' credit risk, identifying their credit risk correlation structure.
The main result is the high portion of credit risk explained by a very limited number of common risk factors, which shows that credit risk is, to a very large extent, driven by common factors affecting all firms. Therefore, credit risk correlations matter.
The firms' credit risk correlation structure mainly stems from a single risk factor which we found positively related to other credit risk measures in the US economy and negatively related with major US stock indexes. Other factors which potentially can affect the firms' credit risk, such as the evolution of the term structure of interest rates or factors associated with the credit risk of the firms' sector of activity, are found to play a lower role in credit risk correlations. As a consequence, our results support evidence in Couderc and Renault (2005) suggesting that while interest rates seem to be unhelpful explanatory covariates of default across rating classes, stock market information contains significant explanatory power.
In order to test the robustness of our results and derive implications about the credit risk correlation structure of firms in different credit rating categories, the model should be estimated using firms representing all the spectrum of credit risk ratings.
In the same way, the sample period analyzed is one in which credit risk levels in the US reach their highest values in, at least, the last 10 years. Testing the model in periods with less extreme credit levels is also a natural extension for further research.
Appendix A Closed form solutions for bond prices
Consider a state variable X t which follows a Vasicek process under the physical probability measureP :
whereW t is aP-Brownian motion. If η t is its market price of risk and dW t = dW t + η t dt, then W t is a P-Brownian motion. Assuming η t = ξ + γX t , the dynamics of X t under the risk neutral probability measure P are given by
Denote by Q (t, T ; X t ) the price (2) at time t ≤ T of a zero-coupon bond with maturity T and face value 1. Consider the particular case where π t = X t :
Using the Feynman-Kac theorem, it can be shown that the bond price Q follows the partial differential equation (PDE)
with boundary condition
The solution of the previous PDE is given (Moreno 2003) by:
where
If π t is a linear combination of I independent state variables, π t = e 1 X 1,t + ... + e I X I,t , the price of a zero-coupon bond (2) can be expressed as
where Y i,t = e i X i,t , for i = 1, ..., I. As in the case in which the interest rate was equal to one state variable, one can use the Feynman-Kac theorem to obtain closed form solutions for Q (t, T ; Y 1,t ), ..., Q (t, T ; Y I,t ) because the processes governing the dynamics of Y 1,t , ..., Y I,t are independent Vasicek diffusions.
If we have a coupon bond with maturity T , face value M and semiannual coupon c, its price at t can be computed as Q (c; t, T ) :
where N is the set of all coupon dates. Using the formula (A1) for the closed form solution of zero-coupon bonds we can express the price of a coupon bond as a closed function of the model's parameters and the Vasicek risk factors X 1,t , ..., X I,t which drive the dynamics of the risk adjusted rate π t . Given the closed form solution (A1) of zero-coupon bonds, it is clear that the price of a coupon bond (A2) is a nonlinear function of the risk factors.
B Bond data filtering process
We identify a firm by the six first digits of its CUSIP (Committee on Uniform Securities Identification Procedures) code, which identifies debt issuers in the US and Canada. The firms and bonds in our sample satisfy the following requirements: Of the firm's bonds with a remaining maturity in the range [n years, (n + 1) years), n an integer, all but one bond are dropped. In case we have more than one bonds with the same maturity year, we keep the one with the highest amount outstanding. And in case we have more than one bonds with the same maturity year and amount outstanding, we keep the one with most recent maturity. 
C Kalman Filter State Space Model: interest rates risk factors estimation
Following Appendix A, the default-free zero-coupon rate (6) can be expressed as a linear function of the two unobservable risk factors X 1,t and X 2,t :
which implies the following state space model for the KF estimation procedure:
• The measurement equation, which represents the observable variable as a linear function of the unobserved factors, is given by:
is a vector of zero-coupon interest rates y df (t, T ) for N = 6 different maturities T , -X t is a vector containing X 1,t and X 2,t , -B is an Nx1 vector such that each component B n , which represents a given maturity T n − t for n = 1, ..., N , is given by
¤ ,
-H is an Nx2 matrix with elements
for i = 1, 2 and n = 1, ...N .
-ε t is an N-dimensional zero-mean normal random variable capturing bond pricing errors. Its covariance matrix is a time invariant NxN matrix σ 2 ε I, where σ ε is constant and I is the identity matrix.
• The transition equation, which represents the dynamics of the unobservable factors, uses the dynamics of the state variables under the physical probability measureP.
Using the discretizations of X 1,t and X 2,t derived in Appendix D, the transition equation can be expressed as
h is the time difference, in years, between two consecutive observations, and φ t follows a two dimensional zero-mean normal distribution underP with covariance matrix Ã
From Bobadilla (1999), Duffee (1999), Duffie, Pan and Singleton (2000) and Driessen (2005) follows that all the parameters in the specification of the KF for the interest rates can be identified.
D Discretization of a Vasicek process
In the case of a Vasicek process, the dynamics of X t are explicitly solvable. The solution is an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, and can be derived as follows. Consider the process e κt , and using the integration by parts formula we apply Itô's lemma to obtain the dynamics of the process e κt X t :
and integrating from t − h to t
where, using Itô's isometry R t t−h e κs dW s is a square integrable martingale with expectation 0. This implies that, under the physical probability measureP
¤ .
Thus, we can express X t as
where φ t ∼ N (0, 1) underP.
E Credit risk factors: Extended Kalman Filter
The price (A2) of a coupon bond can be expressed as a linear combination of a set of zero-coupon bonds. Since (A2) does not depend linearly on the risk factors, the measurement equation in the KF state space model is a linearization of that formula around the unobservable risk factor we want to estimate. This estimation technique receives the name of extended KF, EKF. For more detailed descriptions of the EKF see, among others, Harvey (1989) and Bishop and Welch (2003) . De Jong (2000) shows the reliability of EKF procedures in affine models through a Monte Carlo experiment.
The transition equation of the state space model does not vary, and, as in the case of the interest rates risk factors KF state space model, is given by (C1).
F Identification
When estimating the realization of the factors X 3,t and X 4,t one cannot identify all parameters involved. We follow Driessen (2005) to analyze the identification of the parameters when estimating common factors. The contribution of a common factor X i,t to the instantaneous credit spread s j,t of a given firm j is Y i,j,t = a i,j X i,t . The processes of Y i,j,t = a i,j X i,t under the physical and risk neutral measures are, respectively:
The identifiable parameters are the parameters in the process underP and P, given by the five reduced-form parameters
These five reduced-form parameters are a function of six structural parameters a i,j , κ i , θ i , σ i , ξ i and γ i . For another firm m the identifiable parameters are
Apart from κ i and without doing any normalization it is not possible to recover all structural parameters from the reducedform parameter estimates. In order to solve the problem we normalize σ i to 0.08, a value close to the ones obtained in Duffee (1999) and Driessen (2005) for common factors.
The same applies to the common factor Z t . s j,t = 0, s j,t = a 1,j X 1,t + a 2,j X 2,t + a 3,j X 3,t , s j,t = a 1,j X 1,t + a 2,j X 2,t + a 3,j X 3,t + a 4,j X 4,t , s j,t = a 1,j X 1,t + a 2,j X 2,t + a 3,j X 3,t + a 4,j X 4,t + X 5,j,t .
s j,t = 0 corresponds to the case in which bonds have been priced as if they were default-free bonds using the estimation results for the two-factor model for the risk free rate r t = X 1,t + X 2,t given in Table 1 . 14.57 11.39 13.80 Table 9 : Fraction of the mean absolute pricing error not explained by the risk free rate (column 2 of Table 8 ) explained by the different specifications of the firms credit risk spread s j,t when we include the different credit risk factors. The specifications considered for s j,t are (in columns 2, 3 and 4 respectively):
s j,t = a 1,j X 1,t + a 2,j X 2,t + a 3,j X 3,t , s j,t = a 1,j X 1,t + a 2,j X 2,t + a 3,j X 3,t + a 4,j X 4,t , s j,t = a 1,j X 1,t + a 2,j X 2,t + a 3,j X 3,t + a 4,j X 4,t + X 5,j,t .
For each bond and specification of s j,t we compute the daily average of one minus the ratio of the absolute pricing error implied by that specification and the absolute pricing error implied when the bond is priced as if they were risk free, i.e. s j,t = 0. Then, we compute the average of all bonds of the same firm. Table 12 : Average, by firm, mean absolute pricing error (MAPE) as a percentage of the bond prices when we consider the alternative specification of the firms' credit spread s j,t = b j Z t . The second column, s j,t = 0, corresponds to the case in which bonds have been priced as if they were default-free bonds using the estimation results for the two-factor model for the risk free rate r t = X 1,t + X 2,t given in Table 1 . Table 12 ) explained by the different specifications of the firms credit risk spread s j,t when we consider the alternative specification s j,t = b j Z t . For each bond we compute the daily average of one minus the ratio of the absolute pricing error implied by the previous specification and the absolute pricing error implied when the bond is priced as if they were risk free, i.e. s j,t = 0. Then, we compute the average of all bonds of the same firm. Table 16 : Regression of Absolute Pricing Error APE (relative to bond prices) with respect to bonds, time to maturity, age, notional amount issued, rating at the end of the sample period, liquidity spread, credit spread s j,t , common risk factor X 3,t and idiosyncratic risk factor X 5,j,t . The rating variable takes value one for B, two for BB and three for BBB. The liquidity spread is constructed as the price ratio ask−bid mid .
